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Convenience, ease, and variety are just some of the reasons why online shopping is growing in popularity. Desktop-based e-commerce boomed to US$49.8B early in 2013. That’s a 16% increase from last year.

And you don’t even need your laptop or desktop computer to shop. Mobile devices are becoming a popular means for e-commerce. In fact, one out of ten US dollars is spent online via mobile devices.

But just like face-to-face financial transactions, you should be careful when making purchases online. Online shopping often requires details like your name, address, email address, and credit card information—all of which are cybercriminal targets. By remembering these few tips, you can help protect both your data and your money.
Think Private, Not Public

Public hotspots and networks might make it tempting to do a little shopping on the go. But are you willing to share your credit card details in a network that anyone, including bad guys, can easily access?

If you’re connected to the same network, cybercriminals can spy on your sessions, steal your information, and hijack your accounts. This isn’t limited to computers. Cybercriminals can also snoop into your smartphone. Bad guys can drop malware into your devices without your knowledge.

Accessing your online accounts using a public computer increases the chance of hacking and having your information stolen. Public computers may also be already infected with malware.

Only shop online when you know you’re connected to a secure network. As long as you keep your device and home network secure, you can enjoy safe, uninterrupted shopping sessions.
Use Bookmarks and Official Apps

If you have regular, go-to shopping sites, create bookmarks for future visits. Cybercriminals often rely on spelling mistakes to lead you to spoofed sites. They can also manipulate your search engine results so that their malicious sites stay on top of the list. You may not know you’re on the wrong website until it’s too late.

As more sites become mobile-friendly, it’s also worth looking into using official apps. Like bookmarks, apps can lessen the risk of accidentally visiting a malicious site, especially since it’s harder to spot spoofed sites on a mobile device’s smaller screen. You just need to make sure that the app you’re downloading is from the site itself, as fake apps are common.
Carefully Check Out Deals

Bargains are a dime a dozen online. You can always count on sales, promo codes, and even freebies when shopping. Unfortunately, you can also count on seeing a lot of bogus deals and scams.

It’s easy to become dazzled and overwhelmed by offers that seem too good to be true. But it’s always best to assume something’s up. Cybercriminals are willing to promise anything to get what they want from you.

Only trust deals offered by reputable shopping sites. Compared to unknown sites, established websites offer more ways of protecting your information. Before trying a new website, check out reviews regarding its safety.

QR codes have also become a popular way to claim promos or shop virtually. However, bad guys can release QR codes that can be used to either download malware into your device or lead you to phishing sites.

Check out QR codes before scanning. Search for details like brand names or descriptions. Location also helps. A QR code printed on a newspaper is more likely to be safe than one printed on a random wall sticker.
Protect Your Wallet

Since you’re dealing with money, checking out is often the most worrisome aspect of online shopping. After all, no one wants to be the victim of a sale gone wrong.

Never use a payment method that doesn’t offer buyer protection. Wire transfers and money orders are not recommended since you have no way of getting your money back once you’ve sent it. This is one of the reasons why scammers prefer these methods.

Opt to use credit cards or reputable payment sites like PayPal. These can offer you better protection in case there’s a problem with your transaction. Make sure you’re logging into the correct site. Financial sites are the most spoofed sites by cybercriminals.

Mobile devices give you other ways of paying. There’s Google Wallet, NFC, and even SMS. But like other methods, there are risks involved. Basic practices like installing a security software and using your device’s locking function can help protect your transactions.
Secure Your Shopping Environment

You don’t shop in a bubble. External factors can have a drastic effect on the safety of your shopping session. For example, an infected computer can do a world of harm, even if you limit your shopping to legitimate sites.

You need to secure each aspect of your digital life:

- **Protect your devices.** Install a security solution that will protect your devices from different kinds of threats. Always lock your devices to prevent strangers from getting into your accounts. You can also install a “device finder” software with remote lock or wipe functions, in case your devices get lost or stolen.

- **Use complex passphrases.** Go for length and complexity when creating passphrases. You can also use a password management tool. Multiple online accounts require thorough management.

- **Read the fine print.** Being aware of policies can help protect you from scams or bad sellers.
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